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I am seated at a network of computers with an electrode-studded swim cap suctioned to my head, watching a colorful trail of EEG signals unfurl across a nearby screen. A mess of wires conducts these signals from my brain to the computers, which—based solely on what I'm thinking—then relay instructions halfway across the room to my humanoid proxy, a shiny chrome robot named Morphexus, currently awaiting his next command. A video feed from a camera in the robot's skull appears on a monitor directly in front of me, letting me see what he sees. Right now he's contemplating two foam blocks, one red and the other green, which rest on a small makeshift table by the far wall. "Just focus on one of the blocks," the experimenter tells me. I concentrate on the red one, cradling it purposefully in my mind for about five seconds. Suddenly Morphexus springs to life, buzzing like an electric razor. He walks over to the table, extends his shiny arms, and picks up the red block. Pivoting, he carries it six feet over to another table, the destination I've chosen in my mind, and gently sets it down. I'm a bit stunned; I feel like Keanu Reeves in *The Matrix*, when he discovers his awesome new powers in a computer-generated world ("I know Kung Fu?!?").

Roughly two feet tall and worth more than a Lexus, Morphexus—or "Moe" for short—is the latest in noninvasive brain-controlled robotics. He shares his name, aptly enough, with Reeves's helper and guide in *The Matrix* but also with the shape-shifting Greek god of dreams, who, by acting out the thoughts of the dreamer, becomes an agent of that person's consciousness. Yet it's the brain-computer interface, not Moe, that is the real star here today. Once a computer can reliably read our thoughts, "in principle you could substitute any kind of robot," says Rajesh Rao, professor of computer science and engineering, and Moe's Geppetto, here at the University of Washington in Seattle. The ultimate goal is to develop a variety of "helper robots" that can assist the disabled; work alongside doctors as aides; perform dangerous tasks for soldiers, bomb squads, or firefighters; or simply offer amity to anyone who, finding human interaction deeply unsatisfying, pines in the dark for a robot companion.

Before I'm hitched to Moe, I undergo a 10-minute training session so the brain-computer interface can adapt to my unique brain patterns. Four objects appear on-screen, and my job is to focus on just one while flashing borders highlight each object, one at a time, in random order. "When the border around the object you want flashes, your brain says 'Aha!'" explains graduate student Pradeep Shenoy, who designed the training software. During this split second of surprise, electrodes in the cap register a cascade of electrical impulses known as a P-300 response. That signal reveals which foam block I have chosen; the interface picks this up and relays my choice to Moe.

Reality isn't always as smooth as theory, however. At first the system can't make out my P-300 signal, and over on his side of the room Moe is acting fussy. I begin to wonder if it's my fault. (Does Moe not like me? Is it my hair? My breath?) The lab techs tell me not to worry: that the calibration worked fine, but last-minute changes—a drift in the placement of the electrodes or a break in my concentration—can cause glitches. I admit to feeling a bit sluggish and unfocused, having spent most of the night at one of Seattle's many casinos. A staff member brings me a large coffee, which seems to do the trick. With my ability to concentrate restored, Moe and I ace a series of four trials with only minor fumbling of the blocks.

"We did it!" I cheer, unable to contain my excitement. Unmooring from the terminal, I walk over and give him a big hug.

As I leave the laboratory, I envision a day when prescient android extensions of our minds perform our surgeries, fight our wars, file our taxes, coddle our young, bury our dead, walk our robotic pets and change their batteries, fish the remote from underneath the sofa, fetch us a turkey potpie, and steal our hearts. I don't know about you, but I can hardly wait.
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